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A b s tra c t: A  low cost, universal electronic sensor interface based on synchronous
m odu la tion  and dem odulation (lock-in am plifier) circu it w as described. This 
c ircu it can be applied fo r m any types o f resistive sensor interface such as PTC,
N TC therm istors, PbS, CdS photoresistor, Giant M agneto R esisto r (GM R) 
sensors, and H all effect sensors.

1. In t ro d u c t io n

There are  many types of physical sensor such as themistor, photoresistor, Hall effect, 
GMR and  Piezoelectric sensors, which have been widely developed in the material science
and technology field. All of them  have a  weak electronic signal a t  ou tput, many times
sm aller th an  the usual noise produced by some electromagnetic sources.

All the resistive sensors (themistors, photoresistors) in circuit are commonly 
connected in W heastone bridges. Bridge circuits th a t use DC excitation are  often plagued 
by errors caused by thermocouple effects, 1/f noise, DC drifts in the electronics, and line 
noise pick-up. One way to get around these problems is to excite the bridge with an AC 
waveform, amplify the bridge output with an AC amplifier, and synchronously demodulate 
the resulting signal. The AC phase and amplitude information from the bridge is recovered 
as a DC signal a t  the ou tpu t of the synchronous demodulator. The low frequency system 
noise, DC drifts, and dem odulator noise all get mixed to the carrier frequency and can be 
removed by m eans of a low-pass filter. Dynamic response of the bridge m ust be traded  off 
ag a inst the am ount of a ttenuation  required to adequately suppress these residua] carrier 
components in  th e  selection of the filter [1, 2,j.

Therefore, this paper proposes a versatile, low-cost and m odular electronic board 
based on an AC bridge and a synchronous modulation/demodulation (lock-in amplifier) 
circuit. T h a t circuit used to separate a small, narrow band signal from interfering noise. 
Very sm all signals can be detected in the presence of large am ounts of uncorrelated noise 
when the frequency and phase of the desired signal are known. The lock-in am plifier is 
basically a synchronous dem odulator followed by a tow-pass filter. This circuit board with 
an  AC bridge a t input is recommended for Hall effect. GMR and Piezoelectric sensors 
applications [3],

2. E x p e r im e n t

In  th is experim ent, the signal source is a resistor bridge which detects extremely 
sm all resistively shifts by a trim pot. Figure 1 showed the major electronic circuit having 
been made. Figure 2 is TDS3052B oscilloscope image dem onstrating the AC signal of the
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circuit. The 645Hz carrie r (trace A) is applied to drives the resistor AC bridge, which 
presents a different ou tput to instrum entation amplifier[4] (INA - made by th ree operation 
amplifiers U1-U3 of LF353 [5]). This am plifier operates a t  an  AC gain of 2001. A 50 Hz 
noise source is also deliberately injected into INA's input. The carrier's zero crossings are 
detected by C l. C l's  ou tput clocks the 40Õ2 [6] multiplier in tegra te circuit. INA’s output 
consist the desired 645 Hz signal buried within the 50 Hz noise source. The 4052 IC 
operates as synchronized switching a t  operation amplifier U4’s positive inpu t causes A4’s 
gain to alternate  between plus and minus one. As a result, INA’s output is  synchronously 
demodulated by U4. U4’s output (trace B) consists of demodulated carrier signal and non
coherent components. The desired carrier am plitude and polarity information is discernible 
in U4's ou tput and is extracted by filter-averaging a t RC circuit with tim e constan t of 
100ms (trace C). To trim  th is circuit, adjust the phase potentiom eter so th a t  C l switches 
when the carrier crosses through zero.

Fig.l. The sensor interface circuit

For Lock-in applications, we used a 
square wave with the sam e frequency of 1 
Hz (trace A of Figure 3) m odulated light 
from a bulb. The reflected light from a 
hum an is illum inated on th e  surface of a 
commercial CdS photoresistor a t  the input 
of bridge. Figure 3 shows th e  recovery of a 
signal modulated a t  645 Hz from a noise 
signal approxim ately 2000 times larger 
(trace B). The signals produced by 
modulated light in CdS detectors may have 
sim ilar low frequency components. This 
combined signal is amplified, demodulated 
synchronously using phase information 
derived from the modulator, and the result

Fig.2. AC bridge synchronous 
demodulator signal

Fig.3. Lock-in amplifier signal description
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is low-pass filtered using a simple filter made by RC circuit with time constan t of 10 ms. 
This recovered signal is trace c  of Figure 3.

3. C o n clu sio n s

Based on characteristic of resistive sensor and lock-in amplifier technique, we can 
m easure the electric signal with high ratio-to-noise ratio. This interface circuit can be used 
wherever the .signal of in terest can be synchronized with or derived from a suitable 
reference signal. By some simple electronic components built in, this circuit is low-cost and 
modular, useful foi- many applications.

The Time Resolved Photoluminescence measurem ent by pulse method using digital 
oscilloscope was built in our lab. The resolution time of this system is about 2-3 ns and the 
m easurem ent range is 10 nanoseconds to miliseconds.
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